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This booklet describes the guidelines, activities,
and problems of a program designed to facilitate parent participation
in a day care center. The program revolves around a weekly parent
visit (tie "Tainily Hour") cluring which parents are encouraged to
relax, enjoy themselves and observe the children at play. Benefits to
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time, and other practical ideas are discussed. Suggested activities
for the parent group include storytelling, trip planning and puppet
and theater making. The booklet concludes with a look at some of the
problems, pitfalls, and adverse reactions and the retrospective
recommendations, evaluations, and comments of staff members involved
in the "Family Hour." (GO)
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DEDICATION

This book is dedicated to the memory of Jean Schick
Grossman who was responsible for Play Schools

Association's rtttnily kife and Parent Involvement
Her wisdom, leadership and humor, as well as

h r work with children and their families were an
spiranon to all of us at Play Schools Association.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Joseph Corrado. 13.S.-114.S., is Deputy Director of Play
Schools Association. Over the past 18 years he has
worked in the field of parent education, special educa-
tion and teacher training. lk has organized, developed
and coordinated pilot programs such as th" one at Mills
college which is described in this book. He has con-
ducted on-site, in-service educational and training pro-
grams for schools, hospitals, detention centers, institu-
tions, child development agencies, day care centers, and
day camps for both normal and handicapped children.
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IN T R ODUCTIONr

Parents partiLpatng in programs whia serve their children has beLome
an aLLepted fait of the past decade. Means of aLhievi4 this participation
vary from organization ti.k organization. Play St.hools Association suggests
the Family flour as one method of achieving greater. parental input for
ornizations interested in doing so.

The following information evolved out of an experiment conducted
iiointly by Play Schools AssoLiation, the Mills College of EduLatfon and the
Division of Day Care, New York Ci Department of Welfare. This pilot
study was aimed at developing a richer. more satisfying program for sLhool-
age youngsters. in a New York City Day Care Center. In the selecied Centers
where the program was initiated as a weekly event, reports point 1.) the
cementing of a strong produLtive bond between the Center and parents.
The idea can be modified to fit most programs serving Lhildren.

FRANK DONNELLY
EXECUTI VE DIRECTOR
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TRETAMILY HOUR
An Experintn Parent Involvement

e old tired cliches heard at parent meetings "We like you, w.iee wantthe
you, we need you," have worn thin and' are meaningless. Today's parents
are not impressed by such expressions, they want more Lorkrete evidence of
a Center's staff being interested and Lon Lerned with a partnership which is
needed 1*, working to help ehitiren. This feeling of mutual ikceptance can
rarely be communkated through word it galls for something stronger, i.e.,
a visual demonstration, in work and play, that' can exist between staff,
parents and children. The "Family Hour" has proved an excellent way to
demonstrate this. -., --------

For the "Family Hour" parents are invited to the Center to relax,
enjoy themselves and get to know their Lluldren in an environment that is
pleasant and devoid of pressures. The parents observe the duldren at Nay,
join in their activities, ind informally talk vs 1 t h the staff abOut their
interests as well as their problems. They often seek ailvke and they often
offer suggestions.

Such experiemes indijite a three-fold effect on parents. enhanLed
status through group aLLeptinke and through reLognition of them as in-
dividuals with something to Lontribute, better understanding of their ail-
dren's abilities, needs and problems. a t.loser, Crieyillici relationship with
the Center's staff. For the staff, it helps Lenient ,1 ,partnership with the
parents which results inenefitting the Addren, it results in a direct line of
communkation betw::en the Center and the home, ind it provides a soulLe
of additional information and ideas for developing a idler program.

i
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GENERAL GUIDELINES:
ezz-

0 Prepare the children for the fact that they can anticipate ,having
visitors. Try to do it in such a way that the children are not embarrassed or
do not feel left out in tte event thei- parents d, not respond.

The next step is to send wiliten invitations to the parents to visit the
,Center_for a "Family Hour" end to enjoy a cup of coffee while observing
the children at play. Parents who are somewhat timid often find this sort of
invitation non-threatening since it implies their only function is to sip coffee
and observe their children. And it well might 'be that is their only function.
However, there will be others who will become an active part of the group

L immediately. Your cue should be to give something to paren rather than
to ask something. You give them coffee, you give them a dm observe
how their children are doing, you give them a chance to be comfortable by
participating or to be comfortable nut participating. Finally, you give them
an opportunity to be with their childrep and to relax at the end of the work
day. In time, the parents cat' begin to regnize the "Family Hour" as a care-
free interim between .the, hours .of work and the time they resume family
duties. Parents will respond in various ways. some, if encouraged by the
teachers, 01Lparticipate freely with day, paints, puzzles, blocks and house

--keeping play equipment, others will just watch and talk. A few parents may
wart and need time to work alone or with other parents at a particular pro-
ject. There maybe times- when conversation becomes personal and inap-
propriate .for the children's ears. if so, you may want to continue the
discussion in privacy.

The time of the "Family Hour" must be given prime consideration.
Make sure the "Family Flour" is held every week on the same day at the
same time. Between 5 and 6 o'clock is a good time, so is the hour between
5.30 and 6.30. Evening meetings, as many of us have learned, often prove
difficult for parents to attend, however, the idea of staying longer than the
children's pick-up time can have instant appeal'. (In Play Schools' experi
ment, the idea was so appealing that the "Family Hour" was eventually
extended for an additional half hour.) Getting a "Family Hour" started
requires little expenditure of money, it often pays off in greater under-
standing for staff, children and the parents themselves.

6
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PRACTICAL IDEAS

Coffee Time One section of the area can be set aside,fOri a coffee urn
operated on a self-service basis. This can provide a natural bridge from
shyness and isolation to Lontact with, others. The coffee time may also be
used by parents and st f for an infOinial conference since this is an easy
way to approach and it n out difficulties on bothisides as well as to discuss
the children, to propose new projects, and for the parents to become more
-thor-oughlyaeqoainted, both with the--Cerfteris -activities- and -with each
'other.

Useful Materials and Equipment The following items offer a wide range
of educational and recreational possibilities. books, paints, colored paper,
wood, clay, simple woodworking tools, a camera, typewriter, sewirtt
machine, a scrap-bag of fabrics contributed by parents and local merchants,
If possible; simple cooking facilities, a not too- delicate record .player and
records, musical instruments, tape recorder, slides and movies. Children and
parents are able, with proper guidance, to create and present plays and
musical shows, to write poems; tales, 4r to compile a class newspaper, to
make films and to take still pictures. They can use the results in many ways,
from putting on an exhibit to "publishing" a class book. Costumes can be
created, sets built and painted, music played and danced to, ethnic, and
national holidays celebrated in a colorful and enjoyable manner, (food
especially prepared for the occasion is usually a big hit).

Remember very few organizations Lan boast all of e above mentioned
materials and eqUipment, however, adaptability a inventiveness on the
part of staff and parents Lan be an excellent substitute for lavish supplies.

Parent Information Keep an up-to-d etin board\in a well-lighted area
of the Center. _Post information about m. ays, concerts, television-
radio programs, sales and free activities of all kinds, both in and out of the
neighborhood, lists of speLial events and opportunities for participation,
cartoons, pictures and posters to amuse and inform parent/on a wide selec-
tion of subjects, invitations to events the Center and elsewhere, displays
of work done by parents and children, information on health facilities,
counseling services, baby sitters and recreation possibilities.

Set An Accepting Tune Some parents feel threatened by a large group.
(A teacher can intimidate them without being aware of it.) Parents' feelings
of inadequacy because of background, sOLio-economic status, language dif-
ficulties, etc., can frequently emerge and inhibit them. In some situations,
it is felt advisable to start such parents off on a one-to-one basis i.e. one

o 0 4)
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teacher talking to a parent in complete privacy. This can aLLomplish several
things. parent; realize that their opinions and knowledge are valued, that
no one is judging them, that the teacher doesn't necessarily know all the
answers: and, most of all, that they are welcome.

Don't Just Listen. Hear What Parents So#-\ It is not unwininon\that a great
variety of information emerges during "Fimily Hour" sessions. Some of it
will be of a personal nature and the teaLher-may have to use quick judgment
in deciding how to handle this. Questions concerning the child and his at-
titudes should be answered only if the teacher honestly feels Lompetent to
do so. Don't be afraid to say "I don't know." Many problems are clearly
outside the teaLlter's bailwu.k. (Without being overly solicitous, try to give
full and sy mpthetic attention to the parent Who simply needs a listener.)

Enable Non-English-Speaking Parents to Participate The question of
language, while occasionally awkward, can usually be handled with a Lon-
siderable degree of tad. If there is a total barrier of communication,
patience and understanding will go at least part of the way, ind if another
parent can be brought into the situation to translate, everyone can benefit.
For those cases in which both, people know at least something of cacti
other's language, it becomes largely a matter of individual judgment as to
how you proceed. If a staff, member speaks the parent's language fluently,
the situation is again different and more relaxed, since it usually helps
an insecure parent feel more at home. It is important to realize, how-
ever, that there is no perfect or undisputed answer to this question. In-
dividual temperament, mood, intuition, humor and intelligence must be
taken into consideration. Some teachers use gestures while others will
depend upon a dictionary. The following anecdote shows one wily of getting
around the language barrier. A father, shy at first because of his halting
English, refused to became invoked in the Center's activities. When he saw
his son's puppet, however, he allowed himself to be slowly drawn into the
craft area. Finally, persuaded to try his-skill, he made one of his own. He
was happy with the results and the Lipid was delighted. In this Lase, the
teacher had provided active partmpation. To a considerable degree. this can
relieve the tension created by the language barrier.

Observation of Children at Work and P/aj This has often proved to be
most revealing to-parents. They arc able to learn about themselves as they
watch their children at play. When children arc rule-playing, they will often
imitate parental behavior. Sometimes this is flattering, sometimes not. It is
almost always enlightening.

8
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During a discussion session, the question of observation came up. One
mother, aft t.,i- watching her child at play, exclaimed, "I s-aw the way my
child mimics me my scolding tone I guess I get too impatient.- Observa-
tion gives the parents an excellent opportunity to see a tzsziod example of
teacher-child interaction. Through this type of informal observation (and
participation with their own and other children) parents gain concrete in-
sights into the intellectual content of children's play and the implications
for learning.

Try to Get the Parents on the Floor It isn't always easy, but once it's
done. parents will get back some of the joy of play. Don't force them into
it. but anytime an opportunity presents itself for being on the floor, try to
utilize it. It's a great way' to help parents loosen up.

To //) Bring l'athers Mu) the Group Many fathers are unaware that they
may come and that they will be welcomed. A special effort is often needed.
One way of effecting this vtielcome is through work. Fathers generally need
more structured activities than mothers. Often they come with skills that
ar+very usable at the Center and which, at the same time, serve to heighten
the father's self-esteem and his position in the eyes of his child. Artistic and
musical talents, mechanical and woodworking skills, can go a long way
toward making the father comfortable with his new involvement.

Knott }..our Cohununitt Be aware of customs, interests, hopes, problems
and fears of the ,community, Your understanding of these factors will soon
be felt by the parents and will help to establish better rapport.

P/an "Alone" Time :fanning "alone'' time for parent and child is an ef-
fective tool in comma. _Aim. Its success lies more in it hat is done rather
than in the,quantity of time available. Children react to attitudes and feel-
ings and they often appreciate a half-hour of a parent's time well-spent than
a longer period. ft'hat i.s felt in this half hour is more important than what
is done. -

The "Family HOur" is often an excellent time for parent and child to
he together, since for many parents, the pressures of job and of homemaking
frequently prevent them from "playing'' with their children. They can do
so here without the strain that often makes parent-child interaction a nega-
tive experience for both.

Look for those situations and they are not as rare as you may
think in which the child can actually go to work with the parent. It en-
ables the child to see how the parent spends time away from home and how

9



the parent earns a living. It can be an excellent way to bring parent and child
closer together.

Utilize Parents fur Sea Recruits Parents who feel at home in the group
may wish to assist in recruiting parents not yet involved. Once identified
with the program, parents often want to function in a parapro visional role
by making home visits to new or nun participating parents. t this poilit, it
is also desirable to encourage them to begin_assisting in the role of the host
at the Center.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Sturj telling This activity holds a never-ending charm for children and one
need not be a professional to du it well. Encourage parents to tell of their
past, of their countries of origin, and to bring possessions that reflect Old
World customs. Several of the abovementioned items tape recorder,
books, pictures can enhance a storytelling session.

Trip Planning This may be done during the parent hour and carried out
at a later time. ideally with parents in attendace, but not necessarily, if
their schedules do not permit.

I) Discuss briefly the value of trips. meition several possible 'trips.

2) Ask parents for their suggestions on wilere to go and what to do.

3) When possible, ask parents to get informatioW for you. Be tuned
to the possibility that some parents may not be ready to do this out
of shyness or because they don't know how to go about it. the
process of getting information might com.eivably be part of the
discussion itself.

4) Get parents to discuss the neighborhood in which they live or in
which your program is located. Help them to see the value of trips
to the local parks. a pet shop. a hardware store, a church or temple
of a religion other than their own. Find out if a local industry has a
guided tour of its plant. (If not. why not? May be this is something
you and the parents can initiate.) If you're visiting a store or some
place not usual to "tourists." you might want to ask a parent to do
a preliminary visit to the store owner to prepare him for the visit.

Trip Suggestions The following trip suggestions are--for New YorkTity
and vicinity. but there arc ideas here for anywhere inside or out of the
United States:

10



Picnics in parks of the fire boroughs. a visit to a firehouse, a boat ride
to Staten Island (still costs an incredible 54,1), a trip to a local airport, the
South Street Seaport Muteum. the Children's Zoo in central.Park. an After-
noon at a children's 'theatre (film, lie or puppet and some of them free).
investigate the Di.se.overy Rooin of the %pewit of Natural Histtory this
room is designed especially for children who are invited to touch everything.
crawl around, and, in general, to do all the things that are normally forbid-
den in museums. Inquire about group rates for such attractions as around
Manhattan Circle Line boat rides. Take a bre4thtaking ride to the top of
the Enipire State Building. Make an excursion to another ethnic neighbor-
hood Chinatown, Little Italy. etc. Consult Cue Magazine or the New
York Almanac, the New Yorker or New York Magazine for their list-
ings on Children's events. The tier*; York Times (every Wednesday on the
Family Aty le page) and the Village Voice also list announcements of current
interest. Do not hesitate, to call the Department of Parks they have in-
forMatitin on all outdoor Lind sonic indoor) aTtivities to be

m
he under their

1(
jurisdittion. and ud\ of it will not,be found in Any othe way. For a
recorded account of kvents. LAI 755-4100; for special questions, call
472-1003. A call to the New York Convention & Visitors Bureau (687-1300)
will net a wealth of information on doings other than those sponsored by
the Park's Department. You mat 'also request that they send you their

.quarterly Calendar of Elents. Tour Leader's Guide. the Guide to Nc't% YrA
LandmarAs. You are welcome to stop in at their offices 90 East 42nd
Street for helpful maps and brochures. for all information on inter-
borough travel. call LI. 2-5000. These are public serviees, so rake advantage
of them.

NOTE Remeitiber to all in advance to make arrangements fin group visits
and be sure to inquire about group rates

Puppet and tficture making provide an excellent opportunity for staff/
parents and children to become jomtly absorbed in a project. It does') t
matter if they are working together directly or if they are working indepoi-

the project unites 'them. Sonic parents may wish to sit and observe
first. others will want to hegiij immediately. You may wish to work in the
bokinnidg with small groups of parents or with small groups of children
nixed with parents. yourrdecision should depend on the circumstanAand

-the mood. Warning. avoid eoercioli Mkt:vine parents are gentuacly
threatened by being asked to dci

) Describe to the parents the geljetal look of the theatre as
well as the functioning of its component phrts. e.g. wings.
apron. proscenium.

t) 1 1 -I



2.1 Allow the parents to decide how to divide up the work.

31 Demonstrate how to make a variety of puppets. While doing
so. explain how puppets can be used as the basis for
numerous learning experiences.

41 Get suggestions from the parents for ideas on costuniing
the puppets.

Parents will be amazed at what ..an be .onuminu_ated through the use of
puppets. Depending on the situation. you mat want to interpret some of
what is being "said- by the puppets.

Imithe Parent.% m Othc.r .lithiticA Consider ...Irefully, the possibility of
using parents to oiganize and arrange parties for national or ethin, holidays
or for general so.ial su.11 as lun.hcons or dinners. Tilts.: Kati be
made interesting by using the pot-Iii.k st stem in w member of th.
parent group .ontriputes a dish of her own making. It ...in also be used as .1
fund-raising de%i.e. A planning .ommittee for this kind of exe.nt is essential
and becomes .in important fun.tion in forming a .oliesie parent Loin-

. (Don't enerlook the %Ale to a parent ai the child of bruqing
dish that represents their own ethnicity.)

And now for sonic warnings!

PROBLEMS. PRE ALLS. 1ND ADVLRSE. RE 1( TIONS

The "Fami It Hour- idea has worked extremely well In SLI..ev%

is not automatk. howeer. and staff members must be prepare.] for parental
ubic.tions made on a 1,ariett of ground... Some parents do not feel wanted
11} the staff and doubt the sm.eritt of th. Imitation. utheh,an h. tllte.tten
ed by te.t.hers whom they %ICU in antilOritaflan rules, still Others
they will be inkomfortable in su..11 a setting beaus. of lingual. e.ononn..
0.4.uutional. ethni. or so.lal din-cremes. The staff will o..asionallt ha..- to
exert Lonsiderable t1tiirt to help them 'Ater...line obsta.les_ !low el, er.
Ont-C 4.0111,111..Cd that their in ohenunt Is honestlt desired. th. par.nts will
respond. Stall .1....eptame of the. likes, dislikes. abilith.s. limitations. tears.
and expe.tations of the parents will. eng,nder rapport and a spirit
anon that nuglit otherwise he difficult to aelnoe.

Children, too. o...asionallt man&st an .idlers. rea..tion to the 'Tamil)
flour.- A .hild mat lief anxiety at seeing his parent enter "Ins lie
mat be -embarrassed at seeing a parent use play materials or plat games. If
this-is a fol.: 1a whiuli he has nexer seen his par. nt. it ,onstittites a possible
threat. namely. nwasion of his spewl and in\ iolate pla... 11.ippdt. this is
not a frequent o...tirreti.e. When It does happen. howoer. It should b.. op.n-



ly (but privately) discussed between the parent and teacher in order to find
the cause and attempt to alleviate the child's tension. The negatives as well
as the positives should be equally well-understood. After sill, deepg insight
into the parent-child relationship is one of the fundamerital reasons for the
&kistence oTthe "Family. Hour."
Parents and children are not the only ones fared with feelings of disLumfort.
Staff are also confronted by difficult situations 'that may cause them acute
anxiety. The most common are:

I) Feeling of discomfort at meeting parents.

2) POssible.loss of group control.

3) Possible parental interference and the problem of coping with it-.

4) Fear of criticism and I6ck of acceptance from parents centered
around disapproval of their methods of working with children.

5) Language and cultural barriers.

6) Lack pf tokrance for the problems and foibles of parents. (Many
teachers are tolerant of temper tantrums or hostility.in children,
but have difficulty in transferring this degree of patience of parents.)

The following are recommendations gathered from various groups after they
had launched their programs and were able to evaluate the total effect of
their efforts:

I) It is the responsibility of the staff to interpret at the start thel
objectives involved in the family-centered approach to a program.

1) Try to plan content and media% of the "Family Hour" with a
steering committee of parents before setting up the program.

3) Staff who are selected to work with patents should not be involved
in any other project at the same time. '

\

4) Each organization should work at its will pact toward developing
'7' a strong program with the children and then parents.`'

5) It must be explained to parents that noise does not necessarily in-
- dicate chaos.

6) Special skills evolving from muse,. reading, met,hanit,al-arithmetical
activities, dancing, educational games, arts and crafts can be de-
veloped in each Center as the teachers and parents are ready.

7) Plan for quiet periods. There need not always be the hustle and
bustle of activities.

8) Allow time for periodic staff evaluation of the "Family Hour." This
Is especially important in the early weeks of the new program.

J9 0 i
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...-
The evidence points to the fact that the "Family Hour" can be important to
all members of the family, even those indirectly involved, and it is certainly
of help to stiff, as you will see'bY the\ following:

EVALUATIONS AND COMMENTS From staff yrf Narious,organizations
which have initiated the "Family Hour," Play 5cfiools Association has re-
ceived many comments and evaluations, a few of which are reprinted here:
ts.

. . the informal atmosphere helps the parents to relax, encourages them to
remain, and makes the Center.a pleasant place to visit at the c'nd of a work-
ing day."

. . though it is easier for many
z

parents' to remain after pick-up time, do
not overlook the potential help from parents who are available at other
timesof the day."

. . through working together, the staff is becoming acquainted with
parents as indp, 'duals rather than simply viewing them as an anonymous
group.'

. . staff is disLoveting that the parents have something of value to contri-
bute toward increased understanding of the children's behavior."'

. . it is now realized that staff need not be Parent Education Specialists or
particularly skilled in group leadership-teAniquesito maintain good working
relationships with parents. Using a practical philo\ophy some simple tech-
niques, and common sense, staff can adapt themselves and their work Ito the
needs of parents 'who, very obviously, prefer friehdly and constructive ex-

. change to lectures."
,

. . . one aspect enjoyed by all the children and most of the parents is the
occasion on which the Odd can teach tht parent how to do something that
he /she (the parent) has never done befote. This often happens during the
puppet- making project."

these periods serve as praLtu.al demonstrations of how children learn
through play."
{{. the parents develop a real understanding of an activity-oriented educa-
tional program."

".. . comments by two parents. `Hu., much he enjoys having my exclusive
attention. This is almost impossible at home with a large family.' And:

`Sometimes I feel guilty being able to give her so little time. I work and it's
hard. This kindof makes up for it we can /be together for awhile, having

fun and learning ."

/.
/
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Additional publications available at Play Schools Association.

Music Is Fun For Children
Play With A Difference

(Report on Educational Recreational Play
Program for the Severely Retarded)

8-1.50
1.00

Play With Puppets 1.25
Trips; New York City and Out-of-Town 1.00
Seeing, Learning, Doing 1.00

(How ,to attune a child to aspects of the environment)
There Was A Little Boy 2.00

(One-act play with discussion guide)
Play In A Hospital re 1.50
Materials & Equipment for Learning inTlay Activities 1.00
A Work-Play Program for the Trainable Mentally Deficient 1.00

Prices subject to change.

F I L S

"PLAY IN THE HOSPITAL" This documentary is a firsthand report on the
many ways young children benefit from original play programs in
hospitals. It is designed as knew concept in training films, however,
its scope is broad enough to hold the interest of all, including the

it uninitiated lay person.

"BLOCKS" Large liailding blocks enable children to recreate aspects of the
world around them. In'their play they help children to test ,and con-
trol their environment,. This 16 mm film shbws hoW children use
them: it shows how you cm use them to understandchildren.

"AND SO THEY GROW" . This 16 mm film highlights the role of the leader
in a play program. It shows the interaction of groups and demon-
strates how children socialize in play situations. It also instructs in
metho'ds of providing children with individualized attention.

For ini.ofination on rent-al or purchase write to:
Play Schools Association, Inc.
Campus Film Distributors Corporation
2 OverhilL Road
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583.

.

The Play Schpols Association.
114 East 59th Street ': New York, N.Y. 10022

15
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lay Schools Association is a consultation and training agency utilizing play,'
activities as an educational, 'therveutic and recreational tool to benefit
children. Services include curriculum development, testing and evaluating
educational equipment, materials, methods in teaching both normal and

- handicapped children, training professionals, paraprofessionals, parents and
volunteers. The Association is currently working in partnership with the
New York City Board of Education as well as other public and private
organizations such as schools, community centers, hospitals, institutions
and day camps. Programs are devise'd for children who are emotionally and
physically handicapped, mentally retarded, brain-injured, and hospitalized
for physical sickness. The Agency serves normal children, delinquent dill-

y

dren, dependent and neglected children, and children with learning disabili-
ties. Techniques ate constantly updated by Qdu,ational consultants trained
in early childhood, elementary, secondary and special education. The
Agency produces films and publications for use in child development and
child ,psychology courses, teacher training programs, day care training.
recreation, parent education and in-service as well as pie-service training.
Pamphlets, slides and sound films are available for research training

material.
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Secretary
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